
WRITE API CODE EXAMPLE

Code samples play an essential role in helping developers use an API. For example, a user might be an expert in Java
but only mildly familiar with JavaScript.

You need to work on other aspects of the application as well: 1 Logging. Use Meaningful Variable, Class and
Member Names For both production code and sample code, variable, class and member names should be
clear. In this case, progressive information disclosure means you provide some detail in the context of an
activity, and then add links or references for more information if the user needs it. We have not talked about
operations on these resources yet. Client applications can migrate to the new API incrementally or all at once.
Now we will begin creating our API endpoints by defining a User resource class. It is useful in development
setting, but should never be used in production setting. Granted, your developer team probably understands the
principles of writing good code, but what they may not realize is that some of the good practices they have
learned for writing good production code do not apply to writing good sample code. Here method represent a
POST method. It was simple, sweet, quick to implement and no issues until I stumbled across a fairly
complicated project, where the front-end is so complex that I have to separate it with the back-end in order to
keep my head on it. You should receive a response code for success. One could go into a lot more detail with
the explanation, even going line by line through the code, but here the commentary is already about half the
length of the code. ReadAll response. Response Code. Include Plenty of Comments Comments are obviously
good for both production code and sample code, but they are critical in sample code. API Guides API Write
Examples Use the Nest API to listen for changes on structures and devices, so you can take steps to conserve
energy when the homeowners are away, notify them that something is amiss for example, the garage door is
open , or activate features to make the home more comfortable and welcoming. Variables are often defined
first, functions are called that are defined elsewhere, and other aspects are non-linear as well. Except as
otherwise noted, the content of this page is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4. To group
relevant information as closely together as possible. Take an approach that you can support and maintain. The
section heading style rather than numbered steps is worth considering. You can think of the URLs as forming
an index for the records. When developers see code, they can often read the code and understand it natively.
This is the API method for retrieving individual employee records. Someone who is a database programmer
will have a different skill set than someone who is a Python programmer, who will have a different skill set
from a front-end web development engineer, and so on. Specifically, pages with less than 4 sentences before
code samples performed twice as well as pages with 11 sentences before code samples. And configuration is
sub-resource under device. To get complete information about a resource, you need to access through its
specific resource URI only. Response; import okhttp3. For more complex code, however, learning from more
elaborate documentation in header files was helpful. The request succeeded! First, go back to the POST area.
And there are some comments interspersed in the code. Here, also include a list of links for sub-resources and
other supported operations. The response body for this request is the list of employee records the server
currently has. I wrote this example server in Java. One for its direct representation inside sub-collection i. We
get back our new employee and a successful response code. Only the HTTP operation differs. Twilio found
that when pages had fewer sentences before code samples, the pages engaged users more. You can go even
further to create scripts and do automated testing. Click on the blue GET box on the top again. To specify
Flask to run in debug mode enables it to reload automatically when code is updated and give us helpful
warning messages if something went wrong.


